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Beyond sequences of DNA, biological information is stored and
transmitted through noncovalent binding interactions including
complementary protein-protein and protein-DNA interfaces. Some
proteins contain inherent adaptability that allows them to be
remodeled to bind a diverse array of ligands (e.g., antibodies).1

However, it remains unclear how amenable other proteins, such as
DNA-binding domains (DBDs), are toward re-engineering. Previous
work has demonstrated that DBDs can be remodeled to bind
alternative naturally occurring DNA sequences.2 We asked if it
would be possible to re-engineer a DBD to specifically recognize
an unnatural, highly modified DNA structure, thereby probing the
nascent adaptability in the protein-DNA interface. Herein we report
the remodeling of one such DBD, engrailed Q50K homeodomain
(HD0), to specifically recognize the unnatural DNA duplex,
TAA1CC20, without compromising the high affinity and specificity
of natural homeodomain-DNA interactions.

The homeodomain (HD) is a 60-amino acid DBD that has
remained highly conserved over 500 million years of evolution.3

The HD is composed of a flexible N-terminal arm followed by
threeR helices, the third of which contacts the DNA in the major
groove as shown for HD0 in Figure 1.4 Binding of HD0 to DNA is
well characterized biochemically5 and structurally.4 HD0 binds a
nonpalindromic consensus site,6 TAATCC, in which I47 contacts
the C5-methyl of T4 in TAATCC. We reasoned that replacing the
C5-methyl of thymine with a propynyl-oxazolidinone (TAA1CC20)
would preserve the B-form DNA structure7 but would occlude HD0
binding due to a clash between the modified nucleoside and I47.
Modeling studies suggested that a large-to-small mutation at position
47 might relieve this clash, creating a recess on the protein surface
to accommodate the propynyl protrusion in the major grove of the
DNA.

We first synthesized several deoxythymidine analogues (T*) and
incorporated them into TAAT*CC20 using conventional solid-phase
DNA synthesis. We tested the binding of these strands to HD0 using
electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA). As expected, the
binding of HD0 was greatly reduced toward TAA1CC20 as compared
with that toward TAATCC20 (Figure 2B). In fact, binding to the
modified DNA was sufficiently weak that saturation was not

observed even at high concentrations of HD0. It is unlikely the loss
of binding is caused by perturbation to the B-form DNA structure;
propynyl substitutions are tolerated at the C5 position of thymidine7

and thermal denaturation experiments demonstrated that this
modification did not destabilize duplex DNA within experimental
error.8

To efficiently determine the relative binding to these different
DNA strands, we devised a novel EMSA in which equimolar
concentrations of the modified and unmodified DNA directly
compete for binding to the HD. The DNA strands were differentially
labeled with either Cy3 or Cy5 fluorophores. After incubation of
the HD with saturating concentrations of both DNA strands ([DNA]
. Kd), the bound DNA was separated from the unbound DNA on
a polyacrylamide gel. From the shifted band (corresponding to the
HD-DNA complex), the ratio of Cy3/Cy5 fluorescence approx-
imates the ratio ofKd values for the two different DNA strands
(Figure 2A). Consistent with results from the conventional EMSA,
this assay demonstrated that HD0 binds with greater than 60-fold
specificity to TAATCC20 over TAA1CC20 (Figure 2, lane 3).

We next tested whether an I47A mutation (HDA) could relieve
the steric clash between I47 and the modified base. Although HDA

demonstrates higher affinity for TAA1CC20 than HD0 (Figure 2B),
HDA binds more tightly to TAATCC20 than to TAA1CC20 (Figure

Figure 1. HD0 (yellow) bound to DNA (gray) modeled from the reported
crystal structure.4 The C5-methyl from T4 of TAATCC (blue) contacts I47
(red) of HD0. The residues randomized in this study are shown in orange.
The sequences of the HDs employed in this study are listed, including
engrailed HD Q50K (HDo), the corresponding I47A mutant (HDA), the
library used (HDX), and the phage-selected HD (HDφ).
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2A, lane 5). Furthermore, compared with HD0, HDA exhibited a
∼10-fold reduction in binding affinity.8 Finally, HDA lacks high
sequence specificity as evidenced by the loss of the bound complex
upon treatment with salmon-sperm DNA at concentrations tolerated
by HD0 (lanes 4 versus lane 6). These data are consistent with a
disruption of the highly tuned HD-DNA interface.

Although simple rational design proved unsuccessful, we sought
to regain high specificity and affinity at the modified HD-DNA
interface using phage display. Employing oligonucleotide-directed
mutagenesis, a library was constructed with mutations in 11 codons
in HD0 (Figure 1, HDX). The mutagenic oligonucleotide was
constructed using a split-and-pool DNA synthesis technique (codon-
randomization)9 to bias the library toward members with four or
fewer mutations.

Using this library and conditions similar to those previously
reported,10 we selected mutant HDs capable of binding to TAA1CC20.
After three rounds of selection, a single clone (HDφ) dominated
the pool. DNA sequencing revealed that, in addition to a space
creating I47G mutation, this clone contains two other mutations in
the hydrophobic core of the protein (I45V and K52M). Presumably,
these changes allow subtle repacking of the HD that improves
binding to the unnatural DNA. Phage ELISA experiments demon-
strated that HDφ binds more tightly to TAA1CC20 than to
TAATCC20.8

To further characterize HDφ, we overexpressed this HD in
Escherichia Colias a maltose binding protein fusion and examined
its binding behavior by EMSA (Figure 2B). Consistent with results
from the phage ELISA, we found that HDφ binds tightly to
TAA1CC20 (Kd ) 2.8 ( 0.4 nM). In fact, the affinity of HDφ

binding to TAA1CC20 is ∼2-fold tighter than HD0 binding to its
target, TAATCC20. Also consistent with the phage ELISA, HDφ

binds preferentially to TAA1CC20 over TAATCC20 (Figure 2A, lane
7). Furthermore, HDφ binding to TAA1CC20 is sequence specific,

as demonstrated by a greater than 40-fold preference for binding
to TAA1CC20 over TAA1TA20 (Figure 2C, lane 11) and competition
experiments with salmon-sperm DNA (Figure 2A, lane 8).

To test if HDφ is specific for the oxazolidinone presented in the
major groove of the DNA, binding to TAA1CC20 was compared
with binding to a hydantoin-substituted DNA, TAA2CC20 (Figure
2D, lane 14). Gratifyingly, HDφ binds preferentially to TAA1CC20,
supporting the conclusion that HDφ makes contacts specifically
tuned for the oxazolidinone-bearing DNA.

These data demonstrate that HD0 was re-engineered to specifi-
cally recognize TAA1CC20 with high affinity. Furthermore, the
preference for TAA1CC20 over TAA2CC20 confirms that the
engineered HD, beyond merely accommodating bulky substitution,
demonstrates specificity that is sensitive to subtle changes in the
chemical structure of the unnatural nucleotide. We conclude that
the interface of the re-engineered HD binding to TAA1CC20 is
highly tuned, thereby demonstrating a surprising level of nascent
adaptability at the HD-DNA interface. This adaptability may prove
useful to engineer novel functionality into the HD-DNA interface.
For example, the engineered hole in HDφ could be viewed as an
oxazolidinone binding pocket, offering a new route to small-
molecule control11 of HD-DNA interactions.
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Figure 2. EMSA analysis of HD binding. (A) Cy3/Cy5 competition EMSA
demonstrates that HD0 binds specifically to TAATCC20 (red, lane 3),
whereas the HDA is less selective (lane 5) and HDφ prefers TAA1CC20

(green, lane 7). Competition with DNAns (salmon-sperm DNA, 1 mg/mL)
demonstrates HD0 and HDφ bind with high specificity (lanes 4, 8) but HDA
does not (lane 6). Standards are shown in lanes 9 and 10. (B) Conventional
EMSA analysis of HDs binding to TAA1CC20 (0) HD0; (2) HDA; (b)
HDφ; (+) positive control, HD0 binding to TAATCC20. Cy3/Cy5 competition
EMSA demonstrates HDφ binds preferentially to TAA1CC20 over TAA1TA20

(C) and to TAA1CC20 over TAA2CC20 (D). For conditions see Supporting
Information.
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